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Biological organisms are open, adaptve systems that can respond to changes in environment in
specific ways. Adaptation and response can be posed as an optimization problem, with a tradeoff
between the benefit obtained from a response and the cost of producing environment-specific re-
sponses. Using recent results in stochastic thermodynamics, we formulate the cost as the mutual
information between the environment and the stochastic response. The problem of designing an
optimally performing network now reduces to a problem in rate distortion theory – a branch of
information theory that deals with lossy data compression. We find that as the cost of unit informa-
tion goes down, the system undergoes a sequence of transitions, corresponding to the recruitment
of an increasing number of responses, thus improving response specificity as well as the net payoff.
We derive formal equations for the transition points and exactly solve them for special cases. The
first transition point, also called the coding transition, demarcates the boundary between a passive
response and an active decision-making by the system. We study this transition point in detail, and
derive three classes of asymptotic behavior, corresponding to the three limiting distributions of the
statistics of extreme values. Our work points to the necessity of a union between information theory
and the theory of adaptive biomolecular networks, in particular metabolic networks.
PACS numbers: 05.40.-a,65.40.gd,64.70.qd,87.10.Vg,87.10.Ca,87.10.Mn
I. INTRODUCTION
Biological systems are distinctive in their abil-
ity to adaptively respond to different environments.
This applies not only to organisms, but even indi-
vidual cells in multicellular organisms[1]. Adaptive
behavior contains the notion of specificity, i.e. the
response is tailored towards the particular stimu-
lus [2–4]. The response results in a benefit to the
cell. For example, the synthesis of enzymes specific
to the breakdown of a particular nutrient in the en-
vironment leads to a free-energy gain for the cell.
The net free-energy payoff should however include,
apart from this gain, the free-energy cost of response
specificity. An optimal adaptive network evolves to
maximize the difference between the benefit and the
specificity cost. The degree of specificity in this bio-
logical context has been hard to quantify; part of the
reason is that specificity is not the property of partic-
ular pathways, but of the entire repertoire of possible
cellular responses and their regulatory mechanisms.
Recent developments in information thermodynam-
ics [5] allow us to build a coarse-grained model of
specificity cost in a system.
We model the adaptive response as a problem in
coding or data compression. Consider the schematic
in FIG. 1. The environment comprises of a diver-
sity of states indexed by α, and they are presented
to the cell with frequencies fα. The cell produces
a response i with probability p(i|α). In information
theoretic terms, the environment state α is the sig-
nal and the response i is the code or the representa-
tion, and the mapping p(i|α) is a random code. The
stochastic response to the environment models the
fact that responses at the cellular level are inherently
noisy. From a bio-chemical perspective, the adaptive
response essentially involves a transfer of informa-
tion from one set of molecules to another. For ex-
ample, many bacteria such as E. coli can grow on a
wide variety of sugars [6]. The concentration of var-
ious enzymes in a bacterial cell contains information
about the nutrients in its growth medium [4]. Since
the environmental states occur with frequency fα,
the the joint distribution of the environment state
α and the response i is given by P (i, α) = p(i|α)fα.
The mutual information between the environment α
and reponse i is given by
I =
∑
α
fα
∑
i
p(i|α) log P (i, α)
p(i)f(α)
,
=
∑
α
fα
∑
i
p(i|α) log p(i|α)
p(i)
,
where p(i) =
∑
α P (i, α) is the marginal distribution
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FIG. 1. A cell (organism) must respond adaptively to
different environmental states. The environment com-
prises a diversity of nutrients that occur with frequency
fα (α = 1, . . . , n). The cell responds to the environment
with response probabilities p(i|α), where i labels the cel-
lular response. Adaptive behavior is seen as a commu-
nication channel between environment and response.
of the response. The mutual information I denotes
the average number of nats about the environment
state α learned from observing the response i. Thus,
the mutual information is high when the residual
uncertainty in the environment state α is low after
observing the response i, i.e. the response is very
specific to each environment state.
We assume here that when the environment states
change to a new randomly chosen state, the adap-
tive response of the system is instantaneous, and the
memory of the previous response is erased. This dy-
namics occurs on a scale much faster than adaptive
evolution over fitness landscapes. Recent results in
information thermodynamics have established that
the minimum free energy consumed in such mea-
surement and erasure processes is proportional to
the mutual information I [5, 8, 9]. Thus, the cost of
specificity is proportional to I. This cost is of fun-
damental thermodynamic origin, connected to prob-
lems involving the Maxwell’s demon [5], and it is
also irreducible, so that it cannot be circumvented
by better system design. Here we ignore the cost
of producing the response machinery, but focus only
on the operational cost of regulating the machinery
to produce the appropriate response. Note that mu-
tual information is a lower bound for this cost; the
precise value of the free energy cost depends on the
specifics of the system, and may, in general, be sig-
nificantly greater than this lower bound. Neverthe-
less, what we lose in sacrificing some of the biological
realism, we gain in the generality and tractability of
the model. This allows us to identify qualitative
regimes of behavior even in the absence of detailed
data.
Having identified the cost of specificity, we can
understand the performance of an adaptive system
as involving a tradeoff between benefit and cost. We
ask what an optimal response distribution, p(i|α),
looks like, given the abundances of various environ-
mental states. We investigate this question by deriv-
ing the general features of these distributions. Our
main focus will be on biological systems that per-
form energy catabolism, because in these systems
it is the free energy cost that is of primary rele-
vance in analyzing system performance. In other
systems, such as those involving the synthesis of pro-
teins through transcription and translation, it is not
obvious how to construct a simple qunatitative in-
dicator of performance, and one should investigate
whether the free energy cost is indeed an important
limiting factor. Nonetheless, the information the-
oretic approach has been suggested as relevant for
the origin of molecular codes in a variety of con-
texts [8, 10]. In the next section, we state our model
for energy catabolism formallly as an optimization
problem.
II. MODEL
Consider an organism that is exposed to n differ-
ent nutrients indexed by α, that occur in the en-
vironment with probability fα. The organism on
sensing environment α produces a response (i.e. the
synthesis of the appropriate transporters, enzymes,
etc.) indexed by i with a probability p(i|α). Let
Eiα ≥ 0 denote the free-energy benefit to the organ-
ism from response i in environment α. The average
free energy benefit is given by
G =
∑
i
∑
α
fαp(i|α)Eiα. (1)
The free energy cost of sensing the environment and
producing a particular response, i.e. coding for the
environment, is proportional to the mutual informa-
tion [5, 8–10]. The net free energy payoff is therefore
F = G(p)− κ−1I(p), (2)
where the constant κ is determined by general ther-
modynamic and chemical parameters that are inde-
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pendent of the channel. A higher κ is associated
with a lower cost of specificity.
An optimal metabolic network would tune the
channel p(·|·) to maximize the payoff F , i.e. solve
the optimization problem
maxp(·,·) G− κ−1 I(p). (3)
Note that this problem is equivalent to the problem
minp(·,·) − κ
∑
i
∑
α
fαp(i|α)Eiα + I(p), (4)
i.e. a rate distortion problem with the distortion
function d(i, α) = −Eiα [7]. The distortion function
is a loss term that measures the performance of the
code, wheareas I is the quantity of information with
which to minimize the loss. In our interpretation,
the first term in (3) is a benefit term that depends
on the specificity of the molecular code, wheareas
the fidelity incurs a cost given by the second term.
This formulation is not limited to metabolic re-
sponses. It should be applicable wherever the free
energy cost is relevant, and the benefit is linear in the
conditional probabilities. For example, rate distor-
tion theory has been used to investigate the origins
of the genetic code in [8].
As a generic example of how the optimal solution
behaves, we numerically compute in FIG. 2 the mu-
tual information and conditional probabilities for a
particular parameter set when n = 6, as a function
of κ. The data are generated by calculating the op-
timal channel by an alternating minimization proce-
dure called the Blahut-Arimoto algorithm [7]. The
procedure is described in Appendix A. The notable
feature of the plot is that the mutual information
I is 0 at κ = 0, and I undergoes a sequence of bi-
furcations as κ increases, analogous to continuous
transitions in thermodynamic systems. The first bi-
furcation point has been called the coding transition
in a related context [10] – this is the value of κ sub-
sequent to which the mutual information becomes
non-zero. Each transition point is characterized by
the fact that a new response is “switched on”. For
example, in FIG. 2, the response probability p(2)
becomes non-zero at the coding transition point. As
κ increases, we see a sequence of such transitions,
where typically only one response is activated at a
time. We call this sequence of transitions a cascade.
Similar cascades have been observed previously at
the interface of statistical mechanics and computer
science, such as in the application of deterministic
annealing to clustering, classification and other com-
putational problems [11]. The following section finds
analytical solutions for the cascades.
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FIG. 2. Cascade of transitions with n = 6. Parameters:
Eα,α = α + 0.2, fα ∼ 6/(α − 0.4), E(i, j) = 0.2E(i, i),
for j 6= i. (Upper panel) The benefit and mutual infor-
mation as a function of κ are plotted. The inset 2 zooms
in on the first three transition points, marked by arrows.
(Lower panel) The first three responses to be turned on.
The response p(1) is the optimal non-coding response;
p(2) is turned on at the first transition point, also called
the coding transition.
III. ANALYSIS OF CASCADES
When κ = 0, the cost of unit information is infi-
nite, therefore the mutual information I = 0. Thus,
the response p(i|α) is, in fact, independent of the
environment, i.e. p(i|α) = p(i). Since I(p) = 0, the
optimization problem reduces to
max
p
∑
i
p(i)
(∑
α
fαEiα
)
.
It is clear that the optimal p∗(i) = δir, where
r = argmax{∑α fαEiα}. Thus, the organism uses
the response r irrespective of the environment state
α. We will refer to r as the optimal non-coding re-
sponse.
As κ increases, at some point the mutual informa-
tion becomes non-zero, i.e. the response p(i|α) does
depend on α. This is called a coding transition in
a related context [10] because the organism senses
and codes the environment in terms of the response.
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As κ continues to increase, we see more and more
responses being activated, each accompanied by a
kink in the mutual information and the benefit G
(see FIG. 2). In the simplest interpretation, each re-
sponse represents the expression of a particular gene
(or operon). The task of regulating the expression is
carried out by transcription factors in the cells, and
the free energy cost associated with the specificity
of the responses arises out of the activity of the reg-
ulatory machinery. The existence of cascades tells
us that in an optimal metabolic network, a partic-
ular metabolic response may not be expressed even
when the appropriate enzyme-coding genes and the
corresponding nutrients are present in the system.
The number of responses available from an optimal
metabolic network is limited by the unit cost of in-
formation.
The distinctive feature of the cascades is that the
responses are activated one at a time. It is not clear
a priori that it should be so. One may think naively
that for any κ > 0, all responses would be active;
or that, in general, multiple responses should be
switched on at a transition point. We demonstrate
in the following subsection that cascades are indeed
generic.
A. Cascades are generic
We show below that under generic choice of pa-
rameters, two different responses cannot transition
at the same κ. We start by assuming that the
vector of free-energy Ei = {Eiα}nα=1 corresponding
to response i are distributed according to a distri-
bution that has an n-dimensional density. Thus,
P(Ei ∈ A) = 0 for any set A that has dimension
at most (n− 1).
Let p(i) =
∑
α p(i|α)fα denote the marginal prob-
ability for response i. For κ > 0, results in Chapter
10 of [7] establish that p is optimal, if and only if,
∑
α
fαe
κEiα∑
j p(j)e
κEjα
{≤ 1 p(i) = 0,
= 1 p(i) > 0.
(5)
Strong convexity of mutual information implies that
the optimal solution pκ is unique and a continuous
function of κ. The optimal solution for κ = 0 can be
obtained by taking the limit of κ↘ 0.
Now, fix a response index s. We call κs a tran-
sition point for the response s if pκs(s) = 0 and
there exists s > 0 such that pκ(s) > 0 for all
κ ∈ (κs, κs + s]. By the continuity property it fol-
lows that ∑
α
fαe
κsEsα
Jκs(α)
= 1
where Jκ(α) =
∑
j pκ(j)e
κEjα .
Suppose κs is a transition point for another index
t 6= s, i.e. pκs(t) = 0 and there exists an t > 0
such that pκ(t) > 0 for all κ ∈ (κs, κs + t]. Thus, a
necessary condition is that∑
α
fαe
κsEtα
Jκs(α)
= 1.
Note that pκs(t) = 0 implies that Et = {Etα}nα=1
is not included in the sum defining {Jκs(α)}nα=1.
Therefore,
P
(
κs is a transition point for t
)
≤ P
(∑
α
fαe
κsEtα
Jκs(α)
= 1
)
= 0,
where the last equality follows from the fact that the
probability that Et lies in an (n − 1) dimensional
hyperplane is zero, which follows from our starting
assumption. (We reiterate that the case of κ = 0
has to be analysed as a limit, in which case the same
conclusions will follow.)
B. Structure of bifurcation points for diagonal
response
Starting in this section we will focus on the spe-
cial case where the benefits are diagonal, i.e Eiα =
Eαδiα. This is a reasonable approximation in the
context of metabolic responses, since enzymes are
generally highly specific to substrates. In this sec-
tion, we focus on computing the bifurcation points κ.
Define gα = fαEα. Then, the object to be maxi-
mized is
L = G− κ−1I +
∑
α
λα
∑
i
p(i|α),
where the last term, involving the set of Lagrange
multipliers λα, ensure the normalization of the re-
sponse probabilities. Equating the derivative of this
to zero, we have
p(i|α) = p(i) exp[κ(λα
fα
+
gi
fi
δi,α)]. (6)
Solving for λα and substituting the result, we obtain
the relations:
p(i|α) = p(i)e
κEiδiα
1 + p(α)(eκEα − 1) (7)
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We use the relation p(i) =
∑
α p(i|α)fα in conjunc-
tion with the above equations to obtain∑
α6=i
fα
1 + p(α)(eκEα − 1) +
fie
κEi
1 + p(i)(eκEi − 1) = 1,
for p(i) > 0.
The sum can be rewritten as∑
α
fα
1 + p(α)(eκEα − 1) +
fi(e
κEi − 1)
1 + p(i)(eκEi − 1) = 1
Define C =
∑
α
fα
1+p(α)(eκEα−1) . Then, from the above
equation,
p(i) =
fi
1− C −
1
eκEi − 1 . (8)
Thus, it follows that
p(i) > 0 ⇔ hi(κ) := fi(eκEi − 1) > 1− C. (9)
Let us define the active set as A = {i : p(i) > 0}.
Then substituting (8) in the definition of C, we get
that
C = (1− C)
∑
i∈A
1
eκEi − 1 +
∑
j /∈A
fj ,
Substituting the solution for C in (8) we obtain that
for all i ∈ A,
p(i) =
fi∑
m∈A
fm
(
1 +
∑
j∈A
1
eκEj − 1
)− 1
eκEi − 1 . (10)
This does not specify the solution for the marginals
of the response probability completely, since we still
need to know the active set A. We need to under-
stand how the active set changes as κ increases. At
κ = 0, the only member of the active set is the opti-
mal non-coding response. As κ increases, we expect
the size of the active set to increase. However, it is
also possible for responses to exit the active set; see
FIG. 3 for such an example. Such cases make the
composition of the active set difficult to track and
the the bifurcation points harder to determine. Be-
low we find conditions under which the behavior of
the active set is more regular, and use it to find the
bifurcation points analytically.
First, we fix κ and reorder the indices such that
hi(κ) ≥ hj(κ) for i ≤ j. Then (9) implies that the
active set A = {i : i ≤ `}, i.e. we only need to search
over `. The index ` is optimal for κ if pi > 0 for all
i ≤ `, and pi = 0 for i > l.
0 5
κ
0
0.2
0.4
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p(
i)
Response showing exit
Exit
FIG. 3. Here we show a simulation of the optimal
marginal probabilities p(i), for n = 40; the diagonal ben-
efit values Eii were chosen randomly from a uniform dis-
tribution, whereas the off-diagonal Eiα were chosen uni-
formly from [0, σodEi,i], with σod = 0.9. The red curve
shows a response that is switched on at a particular value
of κ and exits the active set at a higher value of κ. Some
of the other responses that do not exit the active set are
shown in dashed lines for comparison. As σod decreases,
instances of exits from the active set become rare.
Next, we characterize special cases where there
exist thresholds {κi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} such that p(i) > 0
for all κ > κi. In other words, no response exits the
active set as κ increases, and the cascade consists
entirely of transitions into the active set.
Lemma 1 Suppose either (a) Ei ≡ E or (b) fi ≡
f = 1n . Then there exists thresholds κm such that
p(m) > 0 for all κ > κm.
From (9) it follows that in both the special cases
(a) and (b), the ordering {hi(κ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} is
independent of κ. Order the indices i such that
hi(κ) ≥ hj(κ) for all i < j. From (10), it follows
that p(m) > 0 if, and only if,∑
j≤m
fj
(
1
hi(κ)
− 1
hj(κ)
)
< 1
Define ∆i(κ) =
1
hi+1(κ)
− 1hi(κ) for i < n. We show
that in both cases (a) and (b), ∆i(κ) =
1
hi+1(κ)
−
1
hi(κ)
which is clearly monotonically decreases with
κ. Define κm to be the solution of the equation∑
j≤m
fj
(
1
hi(κ)
− 1
hj(κ)
)
=
∑
j<m
(∑
k≤j
fk
)
∆j(κ) = 1.
Then the monotonicity of ∆j(κ) implies that
p(m) = 0 for all κ ≤ κm and p(m) > 0 for all
κ > κm.
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For case (a)
∆i(κ) =
(
1
fi+1
− 1
fi
)
(eκE − 1)−1,
and clearly monotonically decreasing in κ. Define
x = (eκmE − 1)−1, and Fm =
∑
j≤m fj . From (9)
we have
fm
Fm
(1 +mx)− x = 0.
Thus,
κm =
1
E
ln
(
Fm
fm
− (m− 1)
)
.
The organism transitions to a coding mode when
at least two responses have a positive probability of
occurring. This transition occurs at
κ2 = ln(
f1
f2
).
Thus, the coding transition point depends rather
weakly on the ratio of highest to second highest
frequencies. Let us treat some particular instances
of this case. Consider exponentially decreasing fre-
quencies of the form fm ∼ 2−cnm, where cn is some
constant that, in general, depends on the total num-
ber of nutrients n. The solution for the transition
points is:
κm = ln
[2cn(2cnm − 1)
2cn − 1 − (m− 1)
]
Consider the case where cn = 1. Then,
κm = ln(2
m −m).
At large m, the transition point km is linear in m,
although the frequencies decay exponentially in m.
Thus, the information cost need not be very low for
the responses to rare nutrients to be active. This
feature can be generically expected because of the
logarithmic dependence of the transition point on
Fm
fm
. A numerical verification of the result above is
given in FIG.5a.The fact that κm is independent of n
is somewhat counterintuitive, since we would expect
the transitions to occur earlier when the diversity is
larger. This would occur if we choose a cn that goes
to zero asymptotically, in which case, for large n,
κm ≈ cn
2
(m− 1).
In particular, if cn =
1
n , then κm ≈ m−12n , so the
transition points are inversely proportional to the
diversity n. The crucial diffetrence between the two
cases is that in the former, the ratio of the frequen-
cies are independent of n, whereas in the latter case,
the different frequencies start to crowd together, i.e
the ratio of any two frequencies fl and fm approach
1 in the limit of large n.
For case (b), the derivative
∆′i(κ) =
Eie
κEi
f(eκEi − 1)2 −
Ei+1e
κEi+1
f(eκEi+1 − 1)2
Define α = EiEi+1 > 1 and x = e
κEi+1 > 1. Then
∆′i(κ) =
αxα
f(xα − 1)2 −
x
f(x− 1)2 .
Fix x > 1, and define g(α) = αx
α
(xα−1)2 . Then
g′(α) =
xαW (α ln(x))
(xα − 1)3
where W (y) = ey(1 − y) − (1 + y) for y ≥ 0. Since
x > 1 and α > 1, the sign of g′(α) is the same
as that of W . We see that W (0) = 0, and dWdy =
−(yey+1) < 0 for all y. Therefore W (y) < 0 for y >
0; consequently, g′(α) < 0 and ∆i(κ)′ = 1f
(
g(α) −
g(1)
)
< 0, i.e. ∆i(κ) is monotonically decreasing.
In this case, one cannot solve for the bifurcation
points κm exactly. However, one can approximate
κm when κmEi  1 for all i ≤ m. We can then
expand (10) up to linear order in κEi and obtain
the solution
κm ≈ m
Em
−
m∑
j=1
1
Ej
.
See FIG.5b for comparison of the prediction with
data. Unlike in Case (a), the bifurcation points de-
pend more sensitively on the benefit values Ei. Once
again, consider the coding transition point, κ2. If
E2  E1, it can be shown that κ2 ≈ ln(2)(E1E2 ), i.e
the coding transition depends linearly rather than
logarithmically on the ratio of highest to second-
highest benefits. In an approximate sense, a low-
frequency nutrient is more likely to be coded for than
a low-benefit nutrient.
In general, the bifurcation points can be solved
for when the ordering of the hi are independent of
κ. This happens when fi ≤ fj if and only if Ei ≤ Ej
for all i, j. When this condition is violated, the or-
dering depends on κ, and the active set becomes
harder to identify. When one also allows for the
off-diagonal elememts Eiα to be non-zero, we find
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FIG. 4. The fraction of cases where at least one exit from
the active set happens as κ increases from 0. The diago-
nal benefit values Eii and the unnormalized frequencies
are chosen uniformly from [0.5, 1.5]. The off-diagonal
benefit values Eij are chosen uniformly from [0, σodEii].
When σod is less than 0.5, exits become extremely rare,
and typically no exits are found in a set of 103 different
realizations.
numerically that exits from the active set do hap-
pen. It is shown in FIG. 4 that exits are common
when the off-diagonal terms are large, but as they
become smaller, exits become very rare and eventu-
ally cannot be numerically detected at all.
The optimal p(i|α) for α 6= i satisfies
p(i|α)
p(i)
=
1
1 + p(α)(eκEα − 1) < p(α|α) (11)
This makes intuitive sense, since the off-diagonal re-
sponses do not contribute to the benefit term. Note
that the off-diagonal p(i|α) is positive whenever a
response is active, i.e. p(i) > 0. In an experimental
context, such non-cognate responses may show up
merely as noise, but our analysis here indicates that
it may be the result of an optimization process. Al-
though the off-diagonal terms do not increase the
benefit, they contribute to decreasing the mutual
information, and therefore increase the net payoff.
Third, when the response α is not active, we have
p(i|α) = p(i), i.e the metabolic response contains no
information about the nutrients in the non-active
set.
Among all the transition points, the coding tran-
sition is special because it separates the regime of
constant response from a regime where the organ-
ism must sense the environment. We devote the next
2 4
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a b
FIG. 5. a. Mutual information and net payoff for an
exactly solvable case, with Em = 1, and fm =
2−m
1−2−n ,
for n = 7. The dashed lines are from the numeri-
cally obatined solutions, whereas the symbols are the
exact solutions at the transition point. b. The approx-
imate transition points for the case fi = 1/n, Eα =
1−(α−1)2/n2, for n = 8, are marked as triangles. They
are compared with the numerically obtained transition
points for the second to fifth responses. The approxima-
tion fits the data well up to the third transition point.
section to the analysis of the coding transition, i.e.
the value κ∗ when the conditional distribution p(i|α)
is no longer uniform for all environment states α.
IV. ASYMPTOTICS OF THE CODING
TRANSITION AND THE THEORY OF
EXTREME VALUES
The coding transition has been suggested as the
origin of molecular codes in biology [10]. Here we
ask the question: how generic is the phenomenon of
metabolic coding? When the number of nutrients is
small, κ∗ has a finite value, but as the number of nu-
trients increases, there is an increasing benefit to be
had from distinguishing the nutrients, and we could
expect κ∗ to be small. But does it go to 0 asymp-
totically, and if so, at what rate? We will see in the
following that the answer depends on the distribu-
tion of frequencies and benefits of the nutrients, and
certain universality classes of the coding behavior
can be identified from the theory of extreme value
statistics.
Recall that when κ = 0, the optimal response is
non-coding, and the optimization problem becomes:
max
p
∑
i
p(i)gi,
where gi = fiEi. The optimal solution is p0(i) =
7
δir, where r = argmax{gi}. This solution remains
optimal provided∑
α
fαe
κEiα∑
j p0(j)e
κEjα
≤ 1
for all i 6= r. For the special case where Eiα = Eαδiα,
this condition reduces to
fie
κEi + fre
−κEr ≤ fi + fr,
for all i 6= r. Thus, the coding transition point κ∗
is smallest positive value of κ that solves one of the
n− 1 equations
fi
fr
(eκEi − 1) = 1− e−κEr
for i 6= r. Let x = eκEr , si = EiEr , and wi =
fi
fr
.
Then the above equation reduces to
wix
1+si = (1 + wi)x− 1. (12)
One solution is x∗ = 1 corresponding to κ = 0. Our
goal is to compute the non-trivial solution x∗ > 1. In
typical scenarios, the precise distribution of nutrient
benefits Eα are unlikely to be known, and hence the
precise value of x∗ cannot be computed. However,
one may be able to identify certain universal fea-
tures of the coding transition x∗ as a function of the
distribution of benefits {Eα}nα=1 and the frequencies
{fα}nα=1. We assume that Eα are independent iden-
tically distributed samples from a fixed distribution
piE , and fα =
hα∑
α′ h(α′)
where each term hα is an
independent sample from the distribution pih.
We will focus on cases where the coding transition
occurs at κ∗ ≈ 0 as n → ∞, equivalently, at x∗ =
1 + y, for y  1. Substituting yi = xi − 1 in (12),
and expanding up to second order in yi, we get
yi =
2(1− siwi)
1− 12siwi(1− si)
, (13)
which holds for all yi  1. Since siwi = fiEifrEr =
gi
gr
< 1, we have that yi > 0, as required. We show
in the Appendix that when the distribution of E is
bounded, the above equation further reduces to
yi ≈ 2(1− siwi), (14)
and therefore the transition corresponds to the
largest value of siwi. Under this approximation,
the coding transition is determined by the distri-
bution of the product gi = fiEi, and not the dis-
tributions of the individual terms fi and Ei. Define
ρi = gi/gr, where gr is the benefit associated with
the non-coding response. Clearly, ρi < 1, and
κ∗ = 2(1− ρ), (15)
where ρ = maxi 6=r{ρi}. Thus, the distribution of κ∗
is determined by the distribution of ρ, i.e. the ratio
of the second highest to highest value out of n values
chosen independently from an identical distribution
Q(x). Along the lines of Eq 13 in [12], we can write
P2(x, x1) = nQ(x)Pmax(x1;n− 1)Θ(x− x1)
where the term nQ(x1) is the probability that any
one of the n chosen numbers has the value x1, and
Pmax(x;n− 1) is the probability that among the re-
maining n − 1 numbers (which were chosen inde-
pendently from Q(x)), x is the highest value; the
Heaviside step function Θ ensures that the probabil-
ity is zero when x > x1. We need to characterize the
ratio ρ = x/x1 using this distribution. It is natural
to split the problem into three different classes of
distribution Q, which are known to exhibit different
extreme value behavior [13].
A. Asymptotic classes
Suppose n values Xi are sampled independently
from a distribution Q. Let xn = max1≤i≤n{Xi} de-
note the maximum of these n samples. Then there
exist coefficients an, and bn such that the distribu-
tion of xn for large n is given by b
−1
n f(
x−an
bn
), where
the function f is one of three universal limiting forms
of extreme value statistics. The precise form the lim-
iting distribution f is determined by the tail of the
parent distribution Q. In this section, we compute
the asymptotic behavior of the value of the coding
transition κ∗ for particular distrubutions belonging
to each of the three canonical classes [12]. We con-
sider the classes in decreasing order of how fast the
tail of the parent distribution decays.
(i) Bounded distributions Consider a bounded
distribution of the form Q(x) ∼ (a − x)β−1, β > 0
with the support 0 ≤ x ≤ a. This covers a broad
range of asymptotic behaviors that commonly occur
as x→ a [12]. In this case, the asymptotic distribu-
tion f(z) of the scaled maximum z = b−1n (xn − an)
is of the Weibull form
f(z) ∼ (−z)β−1 exp (− (−z)β)
for an = a and bn = n
−1/β .
Let x denote second highest value among the n
terms, and let x+ ,  > 0, denote the highest value
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FIG. 6. The scaling of the coding transition point as a
function of total number of nutrients. (a) The result for
bounded distribution, with the predicted scaling shown
in dashed lines. The symbols represent data points ob-
tained from numerical simulation. (b) The inverse of κ∗
plotted on log-linear scale. The curves have been nor-
malized by the value at n = 104 for clear visibility in
a single frame. The theory predicts a linear curve; but
the convergence to the asymptotic logarithmic regime is
extremely slow, and only the approach to the regime can
be detected in the plots.
among the n terms. Then the joint distribution of
(x, ) is given by nQ(x + )Pmax(x;n − 1). In Ap-
pendix C, we show that this form of the joint distri-
bution implies that the mean value of κ∗ = 2(1−ρ) =
2〈 xn+ 〉, and in the large n limit it is given by
κ∗ ∼ n−1/β .
For a uniform distribution β = 1, and κ∗ is in-
versely proportional to n. The asymptotic decay of
the transition point is fastest for this class of distri-
butions. Comparison of the result with numerical
data in FIG. 6a reveals an excellent match.
(ii) Unbounded distributions with light
tails Next, we consider the case where the support
of Q is unbounded; however, the tail of Q is faster
than power law. We restrict ourselves to distribu-
tions of the form Q(x) ∼ exp(−xδ),with δ > 0 [12],
which cover a broad class of distributions that oc-
cur in natural settings, including exponential, Gaus-
sian and stretched exponential form [14]. In this
case, the limiting distribution of the scaled maxi-
mum z = b−1n (xn − an) is the Gumbel distribution
of the form f(z) = e−z−e
−z
, and
an = (lnn)
1
δ +
1
δ
(
1
δ
− 1)(lnn) 1δ−1 ln(lnn) (16)
bn =
1
δ
(lnn)
1
δ−1. (17)
Using this limiting form, and a calculation similar
to the bounded case (see Appendix C for details),
we get
κ∗ ∼ (lnn)−1.
In this case, the coding transition point goes to zero
very slowly. Consequently, even in a highly nutrient
diverse environment, the organism may not sense
and encode the environment. Comparison with nu-
merical simulation data is shown in FIG. 6b.
(iii) Power law distributions When Q has a
power law tail, we can show that κ∗ does not go
to zero in the large n limit. Consider Q(x) of the
form Q(x) = αe−x
−α
x−(1+α), α > 0. In this case,
the asymptotic distribution f(z) ∼ αz1+α e−z
−α
is the
Fre´chet distribution, with an = 0, and bn = n
1
α . As
before, let x denote the second largest value and x+
denote the highest value. Then
〈 
x
〉 ∼ n
2
1+α
α− 1 , α > 1
∼ ∞, α ≤ 1. (18)
The details of the calculation are in Appendix C. For
n → ∞, we see that the mean ratio of the highest
to second highest values diverges, even for α > 1
(where the mean of the parent distribution is finite).
We show in Appendix C that this implies κ∗ also di-
verges asymptotically. The heavy tails of the distri-
butions cause the largest selected value to dominate
over all other values, and thus the organism is not
in the coding regime.
B. Discussion
When κ > κ∗, the organism senses the environ-
ment, encodes information about the environment,
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and takes an appropriate response. Note that the re-
sponse i is a potentially a random map from the envi-
ronment state α. This stochastic response is, often,
critical for the survival of the population. The value
of κ∗ depends on the distribution of environmental
states and the free benefit associated the particular
response; therefore, the precise value of κ∗ cannot
be precisely calculated. However, universal behav-
ior emerges in the limit of a large number of environ-
mental states. The behavior falls into three different
classes as a function of the tail of the distributions
of the environment frequency fα and the free energy
benefit Eα. We show that only limiting behaviour
of κ∗ is a function of the product gα = fαEα. When
gα are chosen from a bounded distribution, the mean
κ∗ goes to 0 as n−1/β as a function of the number
of environment states n. In the case of unbounded
distributions with light tails, the mean κ∗ decays to
zero as (lnn)−1, and the mean κ∗ can diverge for
power law distributions. The divergence is an arti-
fact of the power law distribution, but what it does
imply is that there is no typical κ above which we can
expect an organism to be in the coding regime. The
slow convergence in the case of exponential or Gaus-
sian tails is more surprising, since one would have
expected the organism to code for the environment
when the product is drawn from such distributions.
Which of these cases, if any, occur in natural en-
vironments is a difficult question to answer. We
may expect that in highly biodiverse environments,
such as in soil microbial communities, the number of
available nutrients is high. Such communities harbor
hundreds of different species of microbes, and their
interactions often promote chemical diversity [16]. A
thorough quantitative study of nutrient distributions
in such communities would be helpful in making pre-
dictions about the coding behavior of metabolic sys-
tems.
V. CONCLUSION
We have formulated the problem of adaptive re-
sponse in biological systems as an optimization prob-
lem where the tradeoff is between the benefit ob-
tained from specific responses and the cost of pro-
ducing them. Our main result is that there is a cas-
cade of responses as a function of the cost of infor-
mation, and the number of responses that are active
in an optimal metabolic system depends on the cost
and the distribution of nutrients. Even when the
system is capable of producing n different responses,
the number of responses it actually uses can be sig-
nificantly smaller.
The decision to express certain genes is executed
by the regulatory machinery, and evolutionary pro-
cesses may lead to machinery that produces the op-
timal response when supplied with a certain environ-
ment. The traditional view has been that in order
to metabolize new nutrients, genotypic changes that
produce new or altered enzymes are required. How-
ever, our model points to the existence of epigenetic
mechanisms that carry out a decision theoretic task
– that of constructing the optimal response chan-
nel from within the repertoire of responses already
available. Our model is based on a particular way
of looking at such regulatory mechanisms – namely
that they optimal solutions of a particular in rate
distortion problem.
In this paper, we only characterize the structure
of the optimal channe. We do not describe how these
regulatory mechanisms evolve, or indeed about the
kind of molecular processes necessary to establish
the optimal channel. More detailed studies are re-
quired to address these questions. Further investi-
gations may bring out new surprises, but we believe
that some of the central features of our results will
continue to hold.
VI. APPENDIX
A. Algorithm for finding optimal channel
Here we consider the problem of computing the
optimal p(i|α) for κ 6= 0. Let
J(p, q) =
∑
iα
fαp(i|α) log
(
p(i|α)
q(i)
)
= I(p) +D(p‖q),
whereD(p, q) denotes the relative entropy of p and q.
Then, J(p, q) is jointly convex in (p, q) and moreover,
minq J(p, q) = I(p) + minqD(p, q) = I(p). Since
G(p) − κ−1J(p, q) is jointly concave in (p, q), and
max(p,q)G(p)−κ−1J(p, q) = maxpG(p)−κ−1I(p), it
follows that the coordinate descent will converge to
the optimal solution. Thus, the following algorithm
will compute the optimal solution for κ > 0:
1. Set q0 = 1m where m is number of responses.
2. For k ≥ 0, set
pk ← argmax
p
{G(p)− κ−1J(p, qk)}
It is easy to check that pk(i|α) ∝ qk(i)eκEiα .
Thus, pk(i|α) = qk(i)eκEiα∑
j q
k(j)eκEjα
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3. For k ≥ 0, set
qk+1 ← max
q
{G(pk)− κ−1J(pk, q)}.
It is easy to check qk+1(i) =
∑
α fαp
k(i|α).
This algorithm converges to the optimum solution.
B. Product of two random variables
Suppose fi, i = 1, . . . , n are IID samples from Pf
and Ei, i = 1, . . . , n, are IID samples from Pe. We
assume that Pe is supported over [0, a] with a <∞.
Let gi = fiEi, i = 1, . . . , n, and let its distribution be
denoted by Pg. Permute indices such that g1 = f1E1
is the largest value among {gi} and g2 = f2E2 is the
second larges value among {gi}. We will restrict
ourselves to distributions such that g2/g1 → 1 as
n → ∞. Recall that si = EiE1 and siwi =
gi
g1
=
fiEi
f1E1
≤ 1. Note that s2w2 → 1 as n→∞.
Let xi > 1 denote the non-trivial solution of (12)
corresponding to wi, i = 2, . . . , n. Let yi = xi − 1.
Substituting 1 + yi in (12), and expanding up to
second order in yi, we obtain the solution
yi =
2(1− siwi)
1− 12siwi(1− si)
. (19)
This solution is valid provided yi is small in the limit
of large n. Since si ≥ 0 and siwi ≤ 1, it follows that
yi ≤ 4(1− siwi).
Since s2w2 → 1, it follows that y2 → 0. Since the
coding transition is determined by the smallest value
of xi, i ≥ 2, in the limit of large n, one can limit to
indices i with yi  1.
Let Ai = 2(1 − siwi) denote the numerator and
Bi = 1 − 12siwi(1 − si) denote the denominator in
the expression of yi. Then we have that 0 ≤ Ai ≤ 2
and 12 ≤ Bi ≤ 1 + 12si. We show below that there
exists a bound S such that, in the limit of large n,
si ≤ S for all i ≥ 2. Thus, Bi ≤ 1 +S/2 in the limit
of large n. Thus, yi  1 only if siwi . 1. We also
show that si . 1 for all i such that siwi . 1. Thus,
it follows that yi ≈ 2(1− siwi).
Lemma 2 Suppose the distribution Pe is supported
over the bounded set [0, a]. Then the following holds:
1. there exists a bound S such that si =
fi
f1
≤ S
for all i ≥ 2 and sufficiently large n.
2. Suppose siwi . 1. Then we must have si . 1.
We break our proof down into two cases.
(1) Pf is bounded with support on [0, c].
In this case, Pg is supported on [0, ac]. Since Pg
has finite support, it belongs to the Weibull domain,
by definition. In this case, the distribution of g1 is
b−1n h(
g1−ac
bn
), where
h(z) ∼ (−z)β−1 exp (− (−z)β)
and bn = n
−1/β  a. This distribution is concen-
trated at g1 . ac. Since f1 ≤ c and E1 ≤ a, the
product g1 = f1E1 . ac if, and only if, f1 . c
and E1 . a. The latter condition means that
Ei/E1 ≤ a/E1 → 1 as n → ∞. Thus, we are guar-
anteed that the first statement in the Lemma holds
for any S > 1.
Since the denominator in (19) is bounded, yi is
small only if siwi . 1, or equivalently, gi . g1. Since
g1 . ac, it follows that gi . ac. This holds only if
fi . c and Ei . a, i.e. si = Ei/E1 ≈ 1. This
establishes the second statement in the Lemma.
(2) Pf is unbounded with a light tail.
We consider Pf (f) ∼ exp(−fδ) with δ > 0. Thus,
P (g)
=
∫ ∞
a−1g
f−1Pf (f)Pe(f−1g) dx
=
∫ ∞
0
(a−1g + )−1Pf (a−1g + )Pe
( g
a−1g + 
)
d
We are interested in the tail of the distribution,
i.e. P (g) for g  1. For large g, Pf (a−1z + ) ∼
exp(−(a−1g)δ) exp(− δa−1g ). Then,
P (g)
≈ e−(a−1g)δ
∫ ∞
0
exp(− δa−1g )
1 + a−1g
Pe
( a
1 + a−1g
) d
a−1g
≈ Pf (a−1g)
∫ ∞
0
exp (−δ′)
1 + ′
Pe
( a
1 + ′
)
d′
∼ Pf (a−1g).
Thus, the tail of Pg follows the same form as Pf ,
except that g is now scaled by a−1.
The distribution Pf (f) belongs to the Gumbel do-
main. The distribution of the extreme value fmax is
d−1n h(
fmax−cn
dn
), where h(z) ∼ exp(−z − e−z), cn ∼
(ln(n))1/δ, and dn ∼ (ln(n))1/δ−1  cn. There-
fore, fmax is localized around cn, i.e fmax/cn ≈ 1.
The distribution P (g) ∼ Pf (a−1f), so we have
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g1/(acn) ≈ 1. Thus, E1 ≈ (acn)/f1; however, since
f1 ≤ fmax, and the maximum value of E1 is a, this
equality can be true only if cn/f1 ≈ 1 and E1 ≈ a.
The latter condition implies that Ei/E1 ≤ a/E1 → 1
as n→∞. Thus, any S > 1 satisfies the first state-
ment in the Lemma.
Since the denominator in (19) is bounded, yi is
small only if siwi . 1, or equivalently, gi . g1.
Thus, gi/(acn) ≈ 1; consequently, Ei ≈ (acn)/f1,
and because f1/cn ≈ 1, we have Ei ≈ a. Thus, it
follows that si = Ei/E1 ≈ 1.
C. κ∗ in different asymptotic regimes
Suppose Xi, i = 1, . . . , n, denote n IID draws from
the density Q. Let x denote the second largest of the
n terms, and let x+  denote the largest term of the
n terms. Then the joint density P (x, ) of (x, ) is
given by nP (x, ) = Q(x + )Pmax(x;n − 1), where
Pmax(x;n − 1) denotes the density of the largest of
n−1 draws from the distribution Q. We analyze the
behavior of the mean 〈κ∗〉 for three different asymp-
totic regimes.
Bounded distribution:
〈κ∗〉 = 2
〈 
x+ 
〉
∼ n
∫
dx
∫
d

x+ 
Q(x+ )Pmax(x;n− 1)
≈ n
a
∫
dx
∫
d Q(x+ )Pmax(x;n− 1) (20)
=
n
abn
∫ a
0
dx
∫ a−x
0
d (a− x− )β−1e−( a−xbn )β
=
n
abn
bβn
∫ a/bn
0
dz
∫ bnz
0
d 
(
z − 
bn
)β−1
zβ−1e−z
β
(with the transformation z = a−xbn )
=
n
a
bn
β+1
∫ a/bn
0
dz
∫ z
0
dy y(z − y)β−1zβ−1e−zβ
(with the transformation y = bn )
≈ n
a
bn
β+1
∫ ∞
0
dz
∫ z
0
dy y(z − y)β−1zβ−1e−zβ(21)
∼ n− 1β , (22)
where (20) follows from the fact that the integrand
is non-zero only if x . z, (21) follows from the fact
that bn → 0 and the integrand vanishes at large z,
and (22) follows from bn ∼ n− 1β .
Unbounded distribution with light tails:
With the scaling transformation z = x−anbn , we have
P (z, ) = nQ(an + bnz + )f(z)
〈κ∗〉
=
∫
dz
∫
d
2
an + bnz + 
e−(an+bnz+)
δ−z−e−z
Since an  1, and an  bn, the integrand has finite
values only when z ∼ O(1), and   an + bnz. Ex-
panding the first term in the exponent as (an + )
δ
+
δ(an + )
δ−1bnz, and using the explicit forms of the
scaling constants above, and the fact that   an,
it follows that the second term is cz, where c is
independent of n. Thus, the integral over z yields
〈κ∗〉 ∼ 1
n
∫
d
 exp[−(an + )δ]
an
Using  an,
〈κ∗〉 ∼ 1
n
exp(−aδn)
∫
d 
exp(−δaδ−1n )
an
∼ 1
n
exp (− lnn− ln((lnn) 1δ−1))
a2δ−1n
∼ 1
bna
2δ−1
n
∼ bn
an
∼ 1
δ
(lnn)
−1
(23)
where the last two steps use the forms of the scaling
constants given in (17).
Power Law: The ratio of largest to second-largest
value is 1 + 〈 x 〉. Now,
〈 
x
〉
= n
∫
dx Pmax(x, n− 1)
∫
d

x
Q(x+ )
∼ n
∫
dx Pmax(x, n− 1) x
1−α
α− 1
=
n
α− 1b
α
n−1
∫
dx x−2αe−
(
bn−1
x
)α
≈ n
2
α
α
∫
dy y−2αe−
(
1
y
)α
∼ n
2
1+α
α− 1 .
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Therefore the ratio of largest to second largest value
diverges, i.e g1  g2.
Since κ∗ is not small, the formula 〈κ∗〉 ∼
〈

x+
〉
does not work. We will demonstrate now that κ∗, in
fact, diverges.
The equation (12) is exact. Rearrange (12) to get
siwi =
si(x− 1)
x(xsi − 1) . (24)
We have seen that for power law, the largest term
g1  g2, the second largest term, and therefore
siwi =
gi
g1
→ 0 for all i. We show that this is possible
only if x 1, and therefore κ 1.
First, it is easy to show that for x > 1 (which is
our region of interest)
siwi =
si(x− 1)
x(xsi − 1) ≥
1
x1+si
.
Since siwi → 0, we must have 1x1+si → 0. We show
below that si is bounded with high probability, and
therefore, we must have x→∞ with high probabil-
ity.
As before, consider the case that E is drawn from
a bounded distribution. Further, let f be drawn
from a power law distribution, P (f) ∼ exp(−f−α)f1+α .
Then
P (g)
=
∫ ∞
a−1g
f−1Pf (f)Pe(f−1g) dx
=
∫ ∞
0
(a−1g + )−1Pf (a−1g + )Pe
( g
a−1g + 
)
d
≈
∫ ∞
0
1
(a−1g + )2+α
Pe
( a
1 + a−1g
) d
a−1g
≈ 1
(a−1g)2+α
∫ ∞
0
1
(1 + a−1g )
2+α
Pe
( a
1 + a−1g
)
d
≈ 1
(a−1g)1+α
∫ ∞
0
1
(1 + a−1g )
2+α
Pe
( a
1 + a−1g
) d
a−1g
≈ Pf (a−1g)
∫ ∞
0
1
(1 + ′)2+α
Pe
( a
1 + ′
)
d′
∼ Pf (a−1g).
Since the tail of Pg behaves similar to that of Pf , it
follows that P (g) ∼ g−(1+α), for g  1. Next,
P (E|g) = P (g|E)Pe(E)
P (g)
=
Pf (
g
E )Pe(E)
P (g)
df
dg
(25)
∼ EαPe(E)
where we have used that g  E and used the forms
of the tails of Pf and Pg in the last step. Note that
the P (E|g) is independent of g in the limit of g  1
and g  E. Thus,
lim
→0
P (E < |g) = lim
→0
∫ 
0
dE EαPe(E)
≤ lim
→0
(
α
∫ 
0
dE Pe(E)
)
= 0.
Fix δ  1. Then, there exists  > 0, independent of
n, such that P (E < |g) < δ when g  1. Recall
that in the power law case, the largest term g1  1,
it follows that, with probability 1− δ, si = Ei/E1 ≤
a
 for all i and n ≥ 1.
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